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What legal framework for your APIs in the financial sector?

A

lows to reproduce code without the consent of
the rights’ holder if that is indispensable to
obtain the information necessary to achieve
the interoperability of an independently
created computer program A with a program B which requires that the latter program B is duly licensed to the person
seeking the interoperability and the information necessary to achieve interoperability has not been readily available (in
the case of APIs such information is often
readily available).

pplication programming interfaces (APIs) already exist for
years. Until recently, financial institutions however rarely published APIs for consumption by
third parties. Things are however
changing. The 2nd Payment Services Directive (PSD2) as well
as neo-banks and FinTechs
turned APIs into a must
have. Technical and business aspects come first in
mind when designing
an API implementation
project. Legal aspects
should nevertheless not be
forgotten, these tools being
a showcase of your company.

In addition to the protection of the
API itself, the API might comprise personal data flows
triggering the application
of personal data protection
rules and, in the financial
sector, professional secrecy
rules. The use of APIs gives,
in some use cases, access to
databases the content of which
may be protected by sui generis database protection.

Application Programming Interface
APIs can be defined as “the calls, subroutines, or software interrupts that comprise a documented interface so
that an application program can use the services and functions of another application, operating system, network operating system, driver, or other lower-level software
program” (Shnier, 1996). APIs are blocks which may
be assembled by developers to build and enrich applications by extending their potential to be integrated in or to work with other ones. As an example,
a crowdfunding website which has to perform onboarding measures on a very large number of investors, can decide to use a character recognition API
to extract the data from the identification documents
uploaded in order to speed up the process and reduce the risk of error. Once the data extracted, the
crowdfunding website can perform checks on the investor’s data based on sanctions screening or Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) APIs.
When the API provider intends (or has) to publicly
promote its APIs, the latter are usually published on
dedicated portals and identified by a logo which is
either the company’s sign or a product dedicated
logo. To ease the use and the integration of the API,
documentation is published containing information
such as how authentication is performed or providing example responses. Developers can usually test
the API in a so-called “Sandbox” environment before
being granted access to production environment.
Once access to production is granted, developers can
access to the requested information which might contain different kind of data, including personal data.
Each of the steps of the API product implementation
project, from the idea, its realization to its promotion
imply to consider the applicable legal framework
from the start, in particular for financial institutions.

Applicable legal framework
APIs traditionally have been perceived in the IT sector as a tool of collaboration and interoperability so
that the question as to the IP (and, more particularly,
copyright) protection rather relates to the interfaced
software applications and focusses much less on the
APIs which enable such interface. The famous Oracle / Google case in the US about the use of Oracle’s
Java APIs in the earlier versions of the Android running on smartphones which has been launched in
2010 and is still pending, has renewed the interest
in the question.
In the EU, the Court of justice of the EU (CJEU) had
the opportunity to shed its light on the question in

2012 in relation to the SAS programming language,
which is used in SAS APIs and intended to enable
users to write and run applications on the basis of
the SAS System which is famous for statistical analysis. WPL, another software company, created an alternative API using the same SAS language and
format but did not copy any (source) code lines of
SAS’ API. Indeed, generally speaking, an API comprises a list of commands that an application A can
use to access functionality in an application B. It includes the specific format in which the first application should give those commands to the second one
and also is built on a specific programming language
(after all if two applications should «talk» to each
other, they have to speak the same language).
The CJEU held that the special copyright that is foreseen under EU law for computer programmes only
covers the concrete expression of a functionality
under the form of «code», it being understood that
such expression is «original» in the sense that it is the
author’s own intellectual creation (which must be
proven by the author or the right holder). The functionality itself as well as the format or programming
language (which often consists of very common and
simple words) fall together with the underpinning
idea of the computer programme and do not enjoy
protection as such. Accompanying logos and manuals, however, can nevertheless enjoy protection
under general copyright law (and thus not under the
specific protection for computer programmes). In the
SAS case WPL did not take over any source code so
that there was no copyright infringement with exception to the copying of parts of the SAS’ manual.
This being said and contrary to the impression that
may exist following the SAS case, APIs also do contain lines of code. In fact, in principle they contain
so-called «libraries», i.e., prewritten code implementing a series of related functions on the basis of
well-defined inputs, and on the basis of the above
SAS judgment of the CJEU, those are in fact likely
to be copyright protected so that the rights holders
have the exclusive right to determine if they can be
deployed and under which licensing terms. These
will depend of course on the API monetization
model (see below).
Now that APIs are copyright protected, the question
arises as to whether API benefit from some exception. There is no general «API» defence available
under EU and Luxembourg copyright law and the
«interoperability» exception under EU copyright law
will often not apply neither. The latter exception al-

In addition to this “general” framework, specific rules
(will) frame the use of APIs in the financial sector. The
2nd Payment Services Directive (PSD2) has indeed
been opening the door of “Open Banking” whereby
financial institutions providing access to payment accounts online are obliged by law to enable so-called
third-party providers (TPPs) to retrieve payment account information and/or initiate payments through
APIs for those customers that have consented thereto.
PSD2 was a first step and the European Commission
is currently working on its revision as well as on the
extension of its scope to other categories of data and
eventually also to other financial institutions such as
insurance companies or investment firms (cf. Agefi
December 2020, A European Open Finance Framework by 2024). In that particular context (PSD2), it is
clear that the relevant financial institutions, even when
they could enjoy IP protection, are not entitled to implement licensing and other terms that would qualify
as an obstacle. There is thus a protective and supportive legal framework in place to foster the development
of APIs and the value they deliver and thus enabling
the development of a large variety of use cases.

API products business models and use cases
There exist three main categories of APIs when it
comes to their publicity: the first are “public APIs”,
the second are “partner APIs” and the third are “private” ones. Our focus will be on the two first categories as they involve the consumption of the API
by a third party and thus a higher risk from a legal
point of view. In the case of public APIs, consumers
may be everyone whereas for partner APIs the existence of a prior relationship / approval and usually
a specific contract are necessary.
To illustrate these categories in the financial sector,
one may for instance mention currency exchange
rate, IBAN validation or branch location APIs which
are usually provided as “public APIs”, whereas loan,
insurance quote or customer identity verification
APIs are usually “partner APIs”. The decision to
publish an API as “public” or “partner” is intrinsically linked to the underlying product business
model. For instance, where the consumption of the
API helps the provider promoting its services whatever the channel (i.e. the API consumer), the API
provider will make the choice of having a public API.
When the API is published with the same purpose
but the provider wishes to select who may promote
its services, for reputation or commercial reasons, a
partner API will be more appropriate.

The determination of the targeted API consumers
also raises the question of the API monetization. Depending on the service at stake, providers may indeed decide to provide access to their API(s) for free
(e.g. branch location), against a fee per (type of) call
(e.g. sanctions or PEP screening, identity verification) or against a fee covering a larger set of services
(e.g. a KYC service provider offering the API as one
of tools put at the disposal of the end client). The
monetization chosen by the API provider has to be
transparent towards the API consumer and will
need to be reflected in the applicable contractual
framework. These developments show that APIs
are more and more seen as a product, with a dedicated strategy, rather than a sole technical tool. In
addition to the applicable legal framework, API
providers have to contractually frame their relationships in order to protect these assets.

Contractual framework
APIs will often be embedded in a larger service offering, e.g., the access to the database, so that the use
of any APIs must be addressed in that framework.
As APIs (at least the lines of code) are most likely
copyright protected, any IP licensing clauses should
also cover the APIs in addition to the use of/access
to any other IP protected elements, such as sui generis
database rights which may cover the content of databases that are accessed via APIs. In the context of a
«public API», normally the users consuming the
APIs do not conclude a specific agreement but the
API provider will publish terms and conditions that
will set forth any restrictions in relation to the use of
the APIs. Where the service provided through the
API qualifies as a (material) outsourcing in the financial sector, the financial institution consuming APIs
shall ensure that the T&Cs, respectively the agreement, entered into complies with the Luxembourg
and EU supervisors’ requirements.
As indicated above, very often an API will facilitate
the access to data in a particular application and lead
to a transfer of data towards another application (and,
as the case may be, vice versa). In some cases this may
include a transfer of personal data in which event such
transfer must abide with applicable data protection
rules and the conclusion of a data transfer agreement
may be a useful tool. The service provider offering an
API to access its service, e.g., a database, must therefore have informed the persons concerned whose details figure in the database, and also have a basis to
lawfully transfer those data. Financial institutions
providing TPPs access to their customers’ accounts
must do so by law, so that «compliance with a legal
obligation» will be the basis of such processing.
Some service providers offering APIs can also do it in
the context of a service for which they would qualify
as a «data processor», processing personal data on instruction and behalf of a data controller (for example,
the APIs made available by Amazon for its cloud data
storage and retrieval platform, S3, are part of that
service where Amazon typically acts as data processor). If so, a data processing agreement must be concluded between the service provider and the client
consuming the API. This agreement must also set
forth in more detail the security measures implemented by the service provider, including the security
measures in the context of the deployment of the API.
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Fintechs vs banques: le choc n’aura pas lieu
Par Geoffroy de SCHREVEL, CEO de
Gambit Financial Solutions

E

n 2020, les institutions financières ont clairement
pris conscience qu’elles ne
pouvaient plus reculer. La question de la digitalisation, déjà dans
tous les esprits en 2019, est devenue plus qu’une évidence : une
contingence ! Même si les guichets de bon nombre d’agences
sont restés ouverts, les clients ont
privilégié une relation plus digitalisée avec leur banque. Sur ce
plan, la crise sanitaire a été un accélérateur décisif en faveur de la
transformation digitale des
banques.

Entre la prise de conscience et l’exécution, il peut se passer du temps.

Chaque institution a sa propre vitesse.
Parmi les institutions financières, nous
observons deux catégories d’acteurs :
d’un côté, celles qui ont été les plus
rapides à s’adapter à la situation, dont
la décision d’accélérer la digitalisation
a été prise au plus haut niveau, par une
gouvernance en général charismatique
qui a entrainé l’ensemble de l’entreprise dans son sillage. Et de l’autre
côté, des institutions moins réactives
qui sont restées en marge de cette
dynamique, et qui risquent à terme de
perdre du terrain.
Pendant longtemps, nous avons vu les
projets de transformation digitale se
multiplier au sein des institutions financières,
mais
nous
constatons
aujourd’hui, que sans l’impulsion et la
persistance au plus haut niveau de
direction de l’entreprise, ces multiples
initiatives sont menées indépendamment les unes des autres et ont peu de
chance d’être véritablement transfor-

mantes pour l’organisation. La détermination du dirigeant est donc un moteur
dans l’accélération de la digitalisation !
Mais vouloir est une chose, pouvoir en
est une autre. Une fois l’impulsion
donnée, aussi faut-il mettre en place
cette transformation digitale. Cela
demande de faire entrer au sein de la
structure financière, de nouvelles technologies. De nouveaux savoir-faire. De
nouvelles équipes. Les institutions
financières ont alors la tentation de
vouloir faire deux choses contradictoires : mettre rapidement en place des
innovations technologiques et fonctionnelles et s’assurer au préalable de
la maitrise des celles-ci en interne.
Nous observons que cette stratégie rencontre en général deux problèmes : l’un
organisationnel, puisqu’il s’agit de
changer la façon de faire des équipes
existantes, expertes dans les technologies déjà en place, et parfois réticentes

au changement. L’autre culturel, les
grandes institutions ne possédant pas
toujours l’agilité suffisante pour développer de nouveaux processus de création. On voit donc depuis quelques
années émerger un modèle de co-développement dont l’efficacité est
aujourd’hui avérée : les institutions
financières font de plus en plus appel
aux fintechs pour développer l’innovation et faire monter en compétence
leurs équipes.
Mais comment faire cohabiter pour le
meilleur… et surtout pas pour le pire
ces deux cultures ? Dès sa création en
2008, Gambit Financial Solutions a
farouchement affirmé son indépendance et son autre vision de la finance,
centrée sur le client plutôt que sur les
produits. Nous considérons aujourd’hui
que les fintechs les plus mures doivent
relever le défi de mettre leur savoir-faire
au service des grandes institutions bancaires et de leurs clients.

Bien entendu, cela ne se fait pas en un
claquement de doigts. Comprendre,
partager et parfois même confronter ou
remettre en cause sa vision et ses
méthodes de travail... cela demande une
petite dose d’abnégation. Partager l’innovation, les machines (à travers le
«cloud») ou les droits intellectuels peut
engendrer des peurs. Mais plutôt que
de se livrer un combat digne de David
contre Goliath, les fintechs et les institutions financières ont compris qu’elles
avaient toutes deux intérêts à unir leurs
forces pour œuvrer de concert à l’accélération digitale du secteur.
A la question : les fintech remplacerontelles les grands acteurs bancaires ? La
réponse est donc très probablement
non. Mais à défaut d’un renversement,
les fintechs, avec la sensibilité client qui
leur est propre, œuvrent désormais à
la transformation des grands acteurs
bancaires. La révolution se fait donc de
l’intérieur.

